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Understanding Racism workshop explores individual, institutionalized prejudice
BY SHELBY SMITH
Staff Writer

Institutional and systemic racism. White privilege. 
Individual prejudice.

These are just some of the concepts explored in this 
semester's Understanding Racism Workshop, which took 
place from Friday, Feb. 15 to Sunday, Feb. 17.

There were a total of 40 participants, consisting of 25 
traditional Guilford students, seven CCE students, one 
faculty member, six Guilford professors and teachers and 
one Greensboro community member.

Jorge Zeballos, interim director for diversity training 
and one of the event organizers, approached this 
workshop with the same goals he has set for workshops 
past: help participants understand how racism extends 
beyond individual prejudice, create an understanding 
of how racism operates on a systemic level, and lead the 
participants to look for ways for Guilford to become an 
anti-racist institution.

This is only the beginning.
The team planning the Understanding Racism 

Workshop is expanding the program to include two 
workshops. The times and dates are to be determined.

The Level One workshop would be for those who have 
not attended the event before.

The Level Two workshop would be for those who 
have attended the program before and want to continue 
looking at the issue of racism on an even deeper level.

The purpose for this planned separation is to encourage 
further exploration and growth without scaring 
newcomers away.

"It's hard to introduce the idea of white privilege to 
someone who hasn't even considered it before," Zeballos 
said.

Guilford is known as a liberal, open-minded campus. 
However, according to members of the student body, 
there is still work to be done.

Junior Chloe Weiner participated in the workshop 
as a first-year but returned once again to increase her 
awareness of racism even further.

"I want to see what more I can learn," Weiner said.

Members of the student body, faculty and community gathered in the upstairs galleries in Founders Hall Feb. 15-17 for a series of 
workshops about racism. They discussed their personal experiences and shared stories of family and friends.

"Racism still exists in every institution, and the workshop 
has helped me detect it more."

Aaron Fetrow, dean of students, participated in some 
of the first Understanding Racism workshops at Guilford 
and thinks that this program puts Guilford ahead of the 
game.

"We have a tendency to beat ourselves up about the 
issue of racism," said Fetrow. "At least Guilford is talking 
about it compared to other similar schools and institutions. 
Racism still exists at Guilford, but we as an institution are 
addressing it better than other institutions."

However, some students, like sophomore LaCrisha 
Kaufman, cannot ignore that there are still racist 
sentiments on campus.

"There are people who throw out derogatory terms, 
not realizing how offensive they are," said Kaufman. "It's 
pure ignorance."

The administration also encourages the community 
to respond to incidents of racism and find solutions to 
the problem by working with resident advisors. The Bias 
Incident Group, and faculty and staff.

The Understanding Racism Workshop helps give 
members of the Guilford community the right tools to 
recognize and combat racism in their everyday lives. It 
challenges individuals to re-evaluate their own prejudices 
as well as the racism that exists in the institutions 
surrounding them.

For those who want to participate, consult the 
Multicultural Education Department in King 128 
or email jzeballo@guilford.edu for information 

on the next workshop.

Guilford aces accreditation: SACS review suggests no changes
BY BRYAN DOOLEY
S0«CHlWRnHl

Guilford recently came 
through a five-year interim self
review following its successful 
10-year review by the Southern 
Association of Colleges and 
Schools with superlative marks 
and no suggestions for changes.

"To have both the 10-year 
review and the five-year 
interim report accepted with 
zero recommendations for 
improvement was quite the 
acMevement," said Kent Chabotar, 
president and professor of political 
science. "In fact, SACS told Dean 
Israel that such a double win 
happens only in one percent of the 
cases."

According to Kent Grumbles, 
director of institutional research 
and assessment, colleges go 
through this certification process 
every five years.

To gain or maintain accreditation 
with the Commission on Colleges, 
an institution must comply with the 
standards contained in "Principles 
of Accreditation: Foundations for

Quality Enhancement," which 
includes developing a Quality 
Enhancement Plan.

To achieve and maintain 
accreditation takes commitment 
from students, faculty and staff.

Tim Leisman, Community 
Senate president, thinks students 
play a major role.

"Every student I have talked 
to reflects that they underwent a 
transformative experience here in 
terms of education and personal 
development," said Leisman. 
"Students participate in the 
education process and drive it as 
the clientele of the college and the 
body of its population. Without 
students, there wouldn't be a 
Guilford."

Victor Lopez, president of the 
Center for Continuing Education 
Student Government Association, 
agrees with Leisman.

"I think that the Guilford student 
has to spend a good amount of time 
applying themselves to studies, to 
extracurricular activities without 
the frills," said Lopez. "We are 
feeding our brains without the 
frills of an Olympic-sized pool and

cabana parties on the weekend."
Achieving accreditation without 

recommendations demonstrates 
that Guilford is dedicated to its 
students.

"Being recognized indicates 
that the school is committed to 
educating its students on a multi
dimensional level," said junior 
Charlotte Cloyd. "Guilford is also 
continuing to expand the manner 
in which the school provides 
opportunities for students 
depending on the needs and 
interests of the students."

The faculty and staff also play a 
key role in Guilford's success as an 
institution.

"Accreditation is about the 
evaluation of the academic 
program that the faculty delivers 
as well as the student services, 
administrative programs, facilities 
and finances that support the 
academic program," said Chabotar.

Jeff Favolise, assistant to 
the president for planning and 
management, also sees the 
importance of faculty.

"This achievement is a testament 
to the caliber and dedication of our

faculty and the strength of our 
academic program," said Favolise. 
"Guilford must build on this and 
increasingly focus on our faculty 
and instruction."

Linda Thorup, '82, board of 
trustees member agrees and notes 
the importance of Guilford's QEP, 
which is focused on improving 
students' writing skills.

"Guilford's smaller size allows 
students to know and interact 
directly with faculty and staff of 
all levels," Thorup said via email. 
"Guilford's Quaker heritage and 
long history provide an important 
set of values for all members of the 
Guilford community. Guilford's 
curriculum has always had a strong 
emphasis on writing and teaching 
students to develop and articulate 
their ideas and arguments."

Dean of Admissions and 
Financial Aid Andy Strickler hopes 
this distinction will help attract 
new students to Guilford.

"Any kind of good news is 
something we market, speak of 
and are proud of when it comes 
to discussing Guilford with 
prospective students and families,"

said Strickler. "It validates and 
authenticates the messages that we 
communicate to our constituencies 
in real, tangible ways."

Aaron Fetrow, vice president 
for student affairs and dean 
of students, echoes Strickler's 
sentiment.

"This tells us what we already 
know," said Fetrow. "We know it's 
hard. The students can tell you it's 
hard. We've never been very good 
at bragging about our academic 
rigor. High Point University has 
banners at the airport.

"But the recognition from 
SACS is wonderful because people 
pay attention to rankings. Parents 
look at rankings and accreditation."

Adrienne Israel, vice president 
for academic affairs and academic 
dean, agrees that Guilford does not 
overpublicize its many strengths.

"We are strong in areas that 
are not apparent to everyone," 
said Israel. "We're still a hidden 
treasure. This affirms the fact that 
we continue to get better. If we 
find what we're doing well and 
build on that, we'll become a great 
school."
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